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Founders Day SStudents
For May 11
Ceremonies Set Cart Battle
san
State will celebrate
h
ouralers* 1)11)’ I omoiTow with
onies followed by an address
Dr. Glenn S. liumke, new chariot the California state col-

Dumke’s address, during the
jp a.m. convocation in Morris
auditorium, is titled "The
ornia Stale Colleges in a SecCenturY 01 Progress."
classes will be excused tomorat 10:10 a.m., according to
Joe It. West, chairman of
Founder,’ Day committee, to
iliew students to be seated before an imidemic procession at
et a.m.
100TH ANNIVERSARY
TomorroW. program cornmemoates the Muth anniversary of the
blishrnent of the California
State Normal School, on May 2,
1862, as the start of the California
te college system.
The legislature adopted the pm ate Minns’ Evening school, established in 1857, as the first state
sported effort of teacher trainDr. Dumke and President John
T. Wahlquist will lead an academic procession Wednesday, from
the administration building to
Iris Dailey auditorium, to start
the Founders Day convocation.
Following the national anthem
redo invocation by John J. Foss, pastor of the First Congrega.
tonal Church of San Jose, there
ell be selections by the college
sulphony orchestra, directed by
It W. Gibson Walters, and the
cappella choir, under the diaction of William J. Erlendson.
Classes sill be resumed follow.
hg Dr. Dumke’s address, Dean
gist announced.
HONOR LUNCHEON
Followine the convocation there
ell be a luncheon in the Spartan
cafeteria, honoring Dr. and Mrs.
Darnke and other distinguished
Pests. Dr. Roy E. Simpson, state
uperintendent of public instruc-

tion, will be the Itinclwori speaker.
Music for the luncheon will be
furnished by the men’s and worn.
en’s glee clubs, under the direction
of Dr. Gus Lease, associate professor of mttsic.
Dr. and Mrs. Dumke will also
be honored tomorrow from 2 to 4
p.m., at a reception to be given
by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity at the Gamma Phi Beta sorority house, 189 S. 11th St. Dr.
Dumke is a member of SAE.
OTHER EVENTS
Other events scheduled to celebrate Founders Day and Spring
Alumni Week include Chemistry
and Biological Science department
open houses tomorrow, following
the convocation and a Nursing
department open house Thursday
from 7 to 9 p.m. in HI3311.
The Industrial Arts department
will hold an open house from 9
am. to 4 p.m. Friday.
A Golden Grad reunion luncheon is scheduled for noon Saturday in the home economics building and the Class of 1937 will
hold its 25th reunion luncheon at
noon Saturday in the college cafeteria.
Also scheduled for Saturday are
the Aeronautics department’s open
house at San Jose Municipal airport, noon to 4 p.m., and a luncheon for alumnae of the Woman’s
Physical Education department,
noon at the Lamplighter lodge.

Election Campaigning Begins;
Party Registration Challenged

Once again the back streets o
San Jose are being used as a
practice race track by some 27n
organizations who are awaitin.
May 11th and the annual Lambda
Chi Alpha pushcart relays.
This year the relays will be
held at the Santa Clara county
fairgrounds. Aside from the pushcart races there will be a parade
with each organization entered in
the race competition participating.
The parade will kick off the day’s
events at 3 p.m. with the first
carts rolling off inunediately after
the parade.
The carts will race over a
course that will be some 500 yards
in length. Each organization will
have five pushers who will shove
about a 100 yards each. The race
is run like a relay in track with
each pusher having a designated
area where the cart may be
passed on to the next pusher.
To be eligible to push for an
organization the pusher must be a
full time student and must not
have earned a letter in track or
field at San Jose State College
or any other college, university or
Junior college.
For the first time this year’s
carts must be equipped with
brakes. The administration, after
last year’s collisions at the finish
line, felt that brakes would benefit both the driver and the spectators.
CROSS COUNTRY CHAIRBradford DaPont (left), paraplegic
For further information conNo Book Talk
from SJS, and Mel Canal discuss plans for a 3057 -mile wheelDr. James J. Clark, head of the cerning the future event, students
chair trek across the nation this summer. Plans were confused
college book talk series, said no may contact Jim Anderson, Relay
Friday by a California Highway patrolman’s declaration that
book talk has been scheduled for co-chairmen, at the Lambda Chi
DaPont couldn’t "travel on the right side of the road.
Alpha fraternity house.
Wednesday.
He said no talk was planned because rooms A and B of the cafeteria were not available. The
Founders’ Day luncheon will be
held at that time.
The next book talk will take
place May 9 when Fred Weed.
head of the Political Science Department, discusses "The Faith
International Ball will be accepted
of a Heretic," written by Walter
Plans fur a coast -to-coast trip built wheelchair sits not comuntil Friday in the College Union,
Kaufmann.
Connie Newlin, contest chairman. via wheelchair met opposition Fri- pleted in time.
He said a Los Angeles wheelday by the California Highway
announced today.
chair firm spent $2000 constructAny club, organization or living Patrol.
Bradford DaPont, a paraplegic ing the six-gear vehicle. It has
group may nominate a coed to
reign over the International Ball from SJS who hopes to travel by hand pedals and a special steering
on May 18 at the Hawaiian Gar- wheelchair from San Francisco to device.
The firm, which financed the
New York this summer, was
dens.
"Whether or not a student is stopped by the CHP and told he wheelchair for promotional purfrom a foreign country has noth- couldn’t travel in his chair on the poses, is loaning DaPont the vehicle for the trip.
ing to do with eligibility," Connie right side of the road.
ucation, as well as serving as emphasized. "Any girl willing to
DaPont, 20 year old SJS junior
DaPont, followed in a truck by
regional editor of Student and join in International Week activiHugh Bikle and Mel Canal, friends business major, said he hoped the
Publisher magazine and editor of ties May 14-18 may enter the con from SJS, was working out on the trip would "Serve as a source of
Teacher’s Pet, a high school jour- test."
highway between Monterey and inspiration to other handicapped
nalism bulletin.
persons."
Tickets for the Ball will be sold
Other individuals scheduled for today at the cafeteria at $2 a San Jose when the officer told
him he was breaking the law and
Matrix awards are Dr. Wilbur couple for students and $10 a
had to travel as a pedestrian.
Schramm and Dr. Esther B. couple for non-students. The StuClark.
BUS LOAD OF TICKETS
dent Affairs business office will
Dr. Schramm, director of the handle ticket sales for the remain"The officer said he could have
Approximately till San Jose
Institute for Communications Re- der of the week.
given us a bus load of tickets for
search at Stanford university,
the violations we had made.," State math students will participate this week in a nationwide
served as head of the United
DaPont said.
which reflect
States delegation for UNESCO
As a pedestrian, the wheelchair try-out of new tests
the teaching
study of Asia in 1960. He has
traveler would have to wheel fac- recent changes in
of college math
written several books on coming oncoming traffic and would and con tent
munications research, including
have to go on the left shoulder.
The test will he administered in
"One Day in the World’s Press:
He would not be able to have his
14 Great Newspapers on a Day of
partners follow him in the truck a college algebra and an elementary calculus class, according to
Crisis."
either.
Dr. Lester Lange, head of the
Dr. Clark, a nationally known
"As far as the carpenters are
The three decided this would he
pediatrician, founded the Chil- concerned, we have agreed not to more dangerous than traveling mathematics department.
mudeitilit.,.toprtes.
dren’s Health Council of the Mid - go on strike on May 1, but will with traffic and are appealing to
Lange
Peninsula and has performed ex- meet with the contractors today," Gov. Edmund Brown to okay a test,"Thnitsit Pthmegrast
tensive work with handicapped said A. Dailey, financial secretary little infringement on the law or explained. -This pretesting Program is to determine if the queschildren in Palo Alto.
of the carpenter’s local 316.
a police escort out of the state.
dons are clear and whether they
Miss 0. Celaya, speaking for
Rutherford Montgomery, interALTERNATIVE
are too difficult or too easy for
nationally acclaimed movie and the laberers’ union said that all
If the governor doesn’t look students."
television script writer for Walt the business agents for the laSome 2700 students in 30 electDisney studios, will address the borers’ union were in conference favorably on the wheelchair trek
in San Francisco with the Associ- to New York, DaPont said, I’ll ed liberal arts colleges across the
dinner audience.
have to go as a pedestrianon the country will take the preliminary
Tickets for the event, priced at ated General Contractors to diswrong side of the road. "In any versions of the achievement tests,
$3.95 (public) and $2 (students), cuss their demands.
which were developed by the CoThe laborers are asking for a case, we’re going to go!"
are now on sale in the journalism
DaPont said he had plans for operative Test Division of Educa1St advertising department office, seven and one half hour wark day,
tional Testing service and a com.1104, and from Chris Headings in with insurance and health benefits the trek last summer but they
totaling nearly $2 per hour more were postponed when the specially mittee of prominent educators.
the Spartan Daily office, 3208.
Miss Jeannette Befame, news than their present pay.
If a strike is called among the
reporter for the San Jose News,
is general chairman of the pro- 130,000 construction workers in
46 northern California counties,
gram.
AMERICAN FACES ESPIONAGE CHARGES
Dinner will commence at 7:45, work on SJS’ s new buildings
HEIDELBERG, Germany cUPI The West German Supreme
following a social hour at 6:30 would cease. Expiring at midnight
p.m. A fish entree will be provided are the contractor’s five-year con- Court will try an American businessman next week on espionage
for those requesting it. Students tracts with the laborers and three- charges, U.S. Army headquarters announced Monday. A spokesman
needing a ride to the Matrix year contracts with the carpen- said Harold N. Borger, 42, will be tried in Karlsruhe, beginning May 7.
Table diner may sign up on the ters, operating engineers, cement Borger is charged with "maintaining treasonable relations with an
Theta Sigma Phi bulletin board finishers and construction team- Unknown eastern intelligence agency" to provide U.S. military information.
In the Spartan Daily office today. sters.

International Queen Road Laws Complicate
Nominations Due
Nominationsfor queen .1, Trans-Continental Trip

iheta Sigs To Honor
Prof. Spurgeon Friday
Mrs. Dolores F. Spurgeon, as-ate professor of journalism
!education, will receive one of
Matrix awards during the
--ad annual Matrix table dinner
lay at Chez Yvonne restaurant
:.Mountain View.
The SJS Beta Pi chapter of
’nate Sigma Phi, national honoricI journalism fraternity for
amen, mall jointly sponsor the
dinner with I II, peninsula alumnae

Students To Try
New Math Tests

Carpenters Won’t
Strike Today.
Says Spokesman

LY-LORES SPURGEON
.. award recipient
Stanfont university under.
dilate chapters.
lrs. Spurgeon, a 1937 SJS
’dilate, has served
as adviser to
’rY student publication
in the
rlrnent if journalism & Acting at one time or another
.rIng her 25 years
in the depart he heads the
journalism teach training proi;ram
ii, conjunction
th the college’s
Division of Ed-
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world wire

With four students in the race
for the ASH presidency. San Jose
Slate’s politically minded launched
election week yesterday with campaign maneuvers in high gear
The Associated Student Body
goes to the polls Thursday and
, Friday to elect 1963-64 officers in
Sophomore representative Bill , the ASS and Associated Women
Erdman and junior representative Students.
Steve Larson, candidates for the
Vice president Bill Hauck. senAssociated Student Body vice ior Brian Paddock, senior Rafael
presidency will meet in a public H. Reyes, and junior Richard Rudebate tonight at 7:30 in TH55.
bacher are in the running for the
The half hour discussion, pro- top student post; and if the ASH
posed by Larson, will deal chiefly has its traditional light voter turnwith the candidates’ views on SJS out, the race could develop into
Student union planning. The men a tight four-way battle, with each
will allow approximately half of candidate backed, either officially
the meeting to answer questions , or unofficially, by a specific group,
from
audience,
ac!cnmate according totocoonbzatearors. se
Dr. the
TedBidgeoyan.
In the
professor of speech and drama, will campaign yesterday when election
be moderator.
officials challenged the validity of
Bill Sumner, third candidate for the registration of a political group
the vice presidency, declined an calling itself Students for Demoinvitation to participate in favor cratic Action ISDA I. Election
of a previous commitment.
Board chairman Carlton Parks
said that SDA failed to register
and did not submit a
party platform as required.
The group, therefore, according
’o Parks, is not officially in the
campaign and cannot sponsor
candidates as a party. The group’s
five candidates, including Paddock,
.. ,1:\ e elements in the \ caparnks
rim as independents said
sdll
California Young Republican college federation won a major vicSDA has the right to appeal to
tory last weekend when a judki-,
Student Council for an extension.
ary board was set up by the YR
the chairman added, Paddock
state executive board to invest].
could not be reached late last
gate the controversial YR College
night for comment.
Federation convention held in the
Statler-Hilton hotel recently in! In the AWS race, two juniors,
Los Angeles, according to Ron , Sue Curia and Harlene Heller, are
Birchard, SJS YR club member. Icandidates for president, heading
Birchard and Bill Pollacek. SJS ’ a list of 26 women seeking seven
YR president, both delegates to ’offices.
In the contest for first vice
the disputed Los Angeles convention, journeyed to Sacramento last president are sophomores Joan
weekend along with several din- i Hullin and Lynn Martin, while
gruntled delegates from other col- , freshman Avon Amestoy. sopholeges to protest the convention more Carol Benbow, and senior
elections.
I Sue Norris vie for the second vice
The state executive board voted pre,idency
to withhold the budget except f,
-immediate expenses of the net’’
elected College Federation pn
dent, Harold Phillips, a Nixon s
porter from the University Of P.!
lands, according to Birchard.
Hot on the trail of more proThe judiciary body, consisting
of three YR regional vice presi., motional (tall. the Spartan Daily
dents, will hear evidence during advertising staff began a yearMay and report to the next meet. long survey of the consumption
ing of the executive board meet., habits of SJS students, faculty
ing slated for the end of June in I and staff members this week.
Staff members will interview
Salinas, according to Pollacek.
A poll taken by radio station persons on campus as to their
KRAK of Sacramento of the dele- newspaper reading and various
gates attending the board meeting buying habits, such as clothing,
indicated a trend away from entertainment, books and groNixon to the more conservative ceries.
Purpose of the survey, explained
Joe Shell in the California Repolilican primary race for governor. Spartan Daily Promotion Manager
Glenn Lutat, is to bring statistical
according to Birchard.
The results of the poll showed figures up to date. This is the
49.7 per cent endorsed Shell, 34.2, staff’s first survey in four years.
Besides supplying an aid to
per cent endorsed Nixon and the
rest were undecided or declined prospective Spartan Daily advert answer, said Birchard.
tisers, the survey will be an indirect aid to readers of the newsaatdtraertctiisnegrsa tshteiffsicparient.

Two Students
In T H Debate

Conservative YR ’s ,official y
Win Latest Victory
In Election Protest

Daily Gets ’Hot’
On Trail of Data

Geology in Space ,:ntizn.tBoyf
,,An Daily will continue to be ofTo Be Discussed fered
free of charge to Its readers.

Geol,g
I Explorat ions of the
Moon and Planets" will be
tigated tonight by Dr. Alden
Loomis, former SJS geology
structor who now is associa
IN
with the Jet Propulsion laboratories in Pasadena, at 8 p.m in
SD258.
Derrill Kerrick, president of
Geology club, sponsor of the t
said Dr. Loomis now is associ:c
with the Ranger and Surve
rocket test series in Pasadena
"The Ranger series is cancer ,
with exploration of space, while
111
the Surveyor series is concerned
with actual geological exploratt,
of the moon’s surface," Kerexplained.
He said Dr. Loomis’ talk
,’
cover proposed procedures to
V
1,
undertaken in determining
composition of the moon’s surface.
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No, It’s true! You real ly don’t hese to be a
%culler to qualify for
R/A’s it am nun crew
socks. They’re every body’s favorite socks.
Why? Because they
stretch to fit any feet,
but hay.’ hands of color
on top to thwart roommate thievery. In all purpose white to match
your T-shIrt. Now during our AFTER EASTER SALE. just 79e.
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Thrust and Parry

Freshman Coed Crowned
Miss Greater San Jose
By DRV II I.LBERG
"I almost fell off my dim
laughed Susan James as she
thought back on her coronation
as Miss Greater San Jose at last
Saturday night’s pageant in the
civic auditorium.
The pretty, dark-haired SJS
coed said "I couldn’t believe it
--I was dumfounded and happy."
All five of the charming finalists
are students at San Jose State.
First and second place runners-up in the pageant sponsored by the San Jose Junior
Chamber of Commerce are
Carol Sloss, junior Chi Omega
sociology major. and Raylene

S.F. Ballet Dances
Successful Show
By CHRIS HEADINGS
San Francisco Ballet company
gracefully jumped and twirled
its way through a successful
performance in Morris Dailey
auditorium last night with a
five-curtain call ending.
Presented by spartan programs committee, the company
appeared in colorful costume
with four ballets, "Con Amore."
"Variations de Ballet." "Divertissement d’ Atiber" and "Caprice."
The humorous ballet "Con
Amore," patterned after the
opera Buffo, opened the program. In the first scene a young
bandit, danced by high -jumping
Terry Orr, invaded an Amazon’s
camp and in the second a mistress entertained several admirers too many. The god of
love, danced by the nimble and
dainty Tina Bernal, resolves
both situations in a pseudoclassic triumph.
Of the many solo dances in
"Variations de Ballet," the audience most favorably received
those of graceful Sue Loyd and
Finis Jiving
Kent Stonweil, who replaced
Roderick Drew in the SJS performance. was warmly applauded for his birds jumps -end flutters 1: \’

VIP VIP Hooray!

Hermann, sophomore Del t a
Gamma member
Other finalists were Pam
Carleton, member of Kappa Alpha Theta, and Susan Berry,
SJS freshman and former Lyke
Doll.
Miss James is a native Californian and hails from Oakland.
The shapely freshman won the
pageant’s gown and swim suit
competition.
Talentwise, Susan donned a
blue satin "flapper" dress and
exhibited her "Collegiate" version of the Charleston.
She plans to use the dance
presentation in the Miss California Pageant to be held in
Santa Cruz in June. Susan hopes
to get some professional pointers
in polishing the lively, kneeknocker dance.
Caught in a busy whirl of appearances as Miss San Jose. Susan’s main worry now is her
studies. "I don’t want either my
role in representing San Jose or
my education to suffer," she
worriedly emphasized.
"I enjoy meeting and getting
to know people and I am happy
to be Miss San Jose because
now I am able to meet more
people," the newly-crowned San
Jose representative smiled.
"By the way," added Susan,
"I am the first to wear the new
and beautiful Miss San Jose
crown."
A graduate of Oakland’s Castlemont high school. Susan is
now majoring in social sciences
and is hoping to get a high
school teaching credential because "I would like to work
with young people."
The pleasant mannered coed
likes to sew and is a "terrible
cook" by her own admission.
Susan spends much of her vacation time hiking in the area
around her family’s cabin near
the Russian river.
Tall and with the envied look
of natural beauty, the vivacious
queen bubbles with personality.
She likes the "casualness of the
SJS campus" and intends to
continue her studies here.
Susan strongly believes in the
benefits of the Miss San Jose
pageant. "It put me on my toes
and helped me to mix with people and learn more poise," she
explained.
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Poli Sci Head
Suggests Debate

Editor:
During the past few days the
Spartan Daily has had a series
of articles and letters dealing
with the primary election campaigns of Henry Hammer and
William Stanton. The contestants have been arguing about
education in general. and, more
specially, about teaching communism in the schools.
It seems to be that the sensible thing at this point would
be for some campus organization to sponsor an open meeting
or debate between these two.
Many members of the campus
community live in the 25th A.D.
and might benefit from the exposure to the possibly differing philosophies. Other members
of the campus community who
do not live in that district are
nevertheless interested in educational problems.
If the campus political clubs
are unwilling to do this, perhaps the Spartan Daily could do
it.
Frederic A, Weed, head
Dept. of Political gclence and
Public Administration
,w1Porlie
MISS GREATER SAN JOSE Suzan James, poses happily with
her trophy which she won Saturday in the contest sponsored by
the San Jose junior chamber of commerce. Miss James will represent San Jose in the finals of the Miss California contest in Santa
-photo C. Coil Swarlhoul
Cruz in June.

Phi Mu Alpha To Present
Schumann’s ’Dichterliebe’
A song cycle of 16 songs set to poems, Robert Schumann’s
"Diehterliebe," Op. 48 ("Poet’s Love"), will be presented tonight
by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, national music fraternity, at its 8:15
recital in Concert Hall.
Baritone William Stretch and pianist Dick Woodruff will perform the song cycle as the concluding presentation of the recital,
which is open to the public without charge.
The "Dichterliebe" cycle was
set to poems by Heinrich Heine
in his "Such der Lieder" (Book
of Songs) and published in 1844.
Its music expresses the poetic
idea and the essence of romanCast and welded sculpture
ticism.
and design of two SJS graduates
Supported by distinctive keyare on exhibit in the Little Art
board background, the cycle reGallery, A114, from 9 a.m.-4
flects Schumann’s conviction that
p.m. through Friday.
the piano is a partner to the
Art works in the exhibit, comvoice rather than an accompanipleted in partial fulfillment of
ment.
requirements for a degree of
Also on tonight’s program are
Master of Arts, are the creations
selections from two operas, Dalla
of Daryle M. Webb and Holt E.
stet pace from Mozart’s "Don
Murray.
Giovanni" and Ciele e mar from
Wehb’s show is titled "WeldPonchielli’s "La G in co nd a."
ed Figure Forms" and Murray’s.
Tenor James MacDonald will
"Design Expression Through
present the songs with accomMedium of Cast Metals."
paniment by Woodruff.
Included in the exhibit are
Pianist John Orlando will perbronze cast designs, sterling silform Scriabin’s Nocturne for left
ver jewelry and figure forms in
hand alone, Op. 9, No. 2. Mobronze and welded steel.
zart’s duet for flute and clarinet
The majority of the students’
will be presented by Sydney
work was completed in a priWood and Elliott Charnow.
vate foundry they built. Webb,
Holt and two other art students
Two movements from Marrecently rented an old factory
cello’s Sonata in A Minor will
in San Jose where they will
open the recital, with Richard
build a new studio.
Max performing on string bass.

Sculpture Exhibit
By 2 SJS Grads

Spring Concert Tomorrow
Annual spring concert of San
Jose State College’s Men’s and
Women’s Glee clubs, tinder the
direction of Dr. Gus C. Lease,
associate professor of music,
will be presented tomorrow at
8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Alumni student-director Bob
Russell, currently director of
music at Andrew Hill high
school, will be featured with a
direction of his arrangement of
te
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"Autumn Leases." Robert Cunningham will be soloist.
Most of the numbers included
on the concert, which is open
to the public without charge, are
of a light nature and include
selections from "Gigi," "Kismet."
"Oklahoma" and "Kiss Mc Kate."
Jack Lindsay, student director
of the Men’s Glee club, will direct the combined Glee clubs for
his arrangement of "Over the
Rainbow."
"Viva Tutti," "They Call the
Wind Maria" and the "Ranger’s
Song" are among the numbers
to be presented by the men’s
group.
Reorganized in the fall of 1959,
the Glee clubs now have a corn in
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’Objective Okay
But Not Method’
Editor:
In reply to Robert S. Hall,
the "division" quotation of
Christ’s I used certainly does
not justify inciting war on any
nation. There isn’t a single reference to Christ usable to incite war.
Defense of the peace you have
is another matter, I would much
rather discuss specific issues on
national differences than rush
headlong into pacifismor
grouping personalities as Mr.
Hall has done, e.g.. "recent war
practitioners of that cult such
as Robert Welch, Fred Schwartz,
Gerald L. K. Smith, Billie Hargis or their philosophical preciremsors Goebbels, Hitler. Stalin
and their like." This is a spectrum!
You state Christ’s "final act
on the cross was eloquent testimony to a men devoted to reconciling man to man." I don’t
agree. Christ’s purpose was not
to reconcile man to man, but
men to God. Any student of
military history would agree
that man hasn’t been reconciled
to man--and any pacifist will
tell you the future certainly
looks dim. I don’t like it any
more than you. In this sense,
Christ’s prophecy about war certainly is yet to he disproved -on the basis you don’t accept
per se.
Abe>. Christ was not, executed
because he tried to reconcile
man to man, but because he
claimed to be God. On the contrary my quotes do add up.
The Sermon on the Mount
does not. negate Christ’s references to war that man insists
on making--nor does Christ’s
prophecy sanction it.
In all objectivity. if Christ
were not God, he found himself
on the cross for such a claim,
he fooled is lot of people. It is

History Prof
Concludes Answer
(Concluded Irons liestertia3)
Editor:
With respect to Mr. Miller’s
second criticism, lack of space
obviously will not allow an adequate reply. Suffice it to say
that the hatred, fear and suspicion generated by years of indulgence of the time-honored
methods of a violent approach
to political problems in the context of a political power conflict
make the success of any approach to current world problems very tenuous. Albert Camus
defined the human condition as
being one of absurdity. This
pessimistic view for the future
of the human race meant for
him that we had few chances
for survival. It also meant, however, that man would be something less than human if he did
not seek out the few remaining
chances.
It is in the context of all that
is said and implied in the above
paragraph and remainder of the
letter, and, I fear, in the context of much necessarily left
unsaid here, that I have urged
in various talks the desirability
of a non-violent ethic. I am
deeply pessimistic about the possibility of its acceptance by the
U.S. Even with its acceptance,
there are, of course, no guarantees that it will work in today’s world. It, however, appears
to me to be the most desirable
of alternatives open to the human race. Parenthetically and
in conclusion, it would be well
for those wedded to a violent
approach to domestic and world
politics to evaluate the dangers
inherent in that approach as
well as avidly listing the "apparent absurdities" of pacifism.
Marvin L. Michael Kay
Anat. Prof. of illstory

Professor Corrects
Idea of ’Revolution’
Editor:
I have before me a letter
(Thrust and Parry, April 261
written by R. J. Miller who
sneers at Professor Michael
Kay’s belief that revolution is
necessary to bring about an
ethical non-violent society. Since
Mr. Miller associates revolution
with violence, he imagines he
has caught Professor Kay in a
lapse of logic.
Let me explain to Mr. Miller
that., outside of the natural sciences, the term "revolution"
connotes a sudden and farreaching change, a major break

In the continuity of
developrwt.
The Identification with
upheaval and violence political
is its,
placed. In the modern
pothicaj
mate, a major change
in pull!.
ical order not merily a
shit,
in the personnel of the
fluent- must be preceilisl
or ,
companied by a driotic
in the relations ;lifting
the
ferent groups in 0011.1y.
recasting of the social order
.
a far more important charactc
istic of revolutions than a
Than,’,
in the political constitution
the use of violence in
the
tainment of these ends.
Ti
aspect of revolution distMg
es it from coup d’etat,
and insurrection, with viii
is often confused.
Thus, bourgeois
signify the social tim.0
of the bourgeoisie and the
re.
casting of the feudal c)ristrative
regime into a capitalist hour
geois social system. A socialist
revolution destroys capitalism by
socializing the means of produc
tion. The anti -colonial move
ments we have witnessed satee
World War II is revolutionaiy
in that it represents a major
break in the continuity of development. In recent years
southern Negroes have
been in
revolt against a system which
economically and culturally
starves them The automated
device and the computer are
bringing about sudden and far
reaching changes in our way of
earning a living their they are
revolutionary.
(To he Continued)
Bud R. Hutchinson
Asst, Professor 01 Economics
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difficult to give credence to advice on the Sermon on the Mount
and disavow the claims of divinity from the cross.
I admire the objective of the
pacifist, his method, "no"’
Ralph K Ferguson
ASB 95317
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Dave Tork To Compete in All -Comers Meet
16-Foot Vaulter
National Marks 9,0atty
Set by Murphy sports Accepts Offer
Female Golfer
Plays Today
Against SJS

Freshman Danny Murphy set
t" new national freshman recent.% one In the six-mile and the
ether in the 10,000 meters, at the
1It. San Antonio relays Saturday.
marphy was clocked at 31:06.5 in
trie 10.000 meters to break the old
record of 31:35.0 set by Al Lawrence of Houston.
A sprain’ time usu, taken at
the sis.mile point which caught

SUNRISE TOUR TO HAWAIIkV 13
9.day tour. $272. Personally conducted
Is Jules of ALLMAN TRAVEL.
also
Lawi Aldine Fares to Hawaii and the
fastwithout a tour.
Make reservation now!

ALLADIN TRAVEL

CV 2-0302
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MORE
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THE
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SPARTAN
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kV), On Campus

Murphy at
nat
al
freshman record for the distance.
San Jose State’s freshman mile
relay team set a new school record when it was timed at 3:12.0.
The team of Mike Gibeau, Lloyd
Mumd, Larry Le Fall and Dwight
Middleman were only one second
off the national freshman record
set by USC in 1960.
A terrific battle developed between SJS’s Middleton and California’s Dave Archibald in the anchor lap of the relay. Middleton
was timed at 46.6 and Archibald
at 46.1.
Middleton also emnpeted in the
100-yard dash where he placed
second with a time of 9.7. Middleton avenged a previous defeat
by Stanford’s Larry Questrui who
placed fourth in this race.

Spartan Henry Lawson, competing unattached, leaped 48-7% to
place third in the hop-step-jump.
Teammate Pete Datum, also competing unattached, leaped 48-313
to place sixth in the hop-step-jump.
The two leaps were the top collegate leaps in the meet.
Lester Bond went 24-3% in the
broad jump to place second in the
meet.
Doug Smith was timed at 56.2
in the 440-yard hurdles to place
fourth in one heat of the event.

POSITIVELY THE

LOWEST
GAS PRICES
IN TOWN

SAHARA OIL CO.
Second and William

Win your letters in style!
Sharpen up in
trim ’n tapered

POST-GRAD SLACKS
You’re every inch a man in Post.
Grads, America’s favorite slacks!
Slim, smart and traditionally
styled with belt loops and cuffs.
In washable Du Pont Dacron Polyester blends; also in a slew
of colorful all -cotton fabrics. Get
yours at stores that know the
score ... $4.95 to $10.95.
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By FRED RAOLAND
Dave Turk. who established a
new world’s pule vault record of
16-2 Saturday in the Mt. San An- ,
tonio Relays, has agreed to corn -1
pete in Friday night’s San Jose
State All-Consers Track Meet, at
Fremont high school in Sunnyvale.
according to SJS head coach Bud
Winter.

SJS Blasts Aggies;
Clash With USF Don %,,fis-izo,, ,d-z-kaetted..,-;f",47,-.:
Turk. of the Camp Pendleton

By JOHN HENRY
San Jose State blasted the Cal
Aggie diamondmen 11-5 last night.
Today the team meets the University of San Francisco in a doubleheader at 1:30 p.m. at San
Francisco.
The Aggies scored a run in the
second inning on Ron Conway’s
home run over the left field wall
to take a 1-0 lead.
A home run by Jack Anderson
in the third with a man aboard
gave the Aggies a 3-0 lead in the
third.
The Spartans came up with four
runs in the last half of the third
to take a 4-3 edge.
The first three Spartans walked
on four straight balls to load the
bases with no one out. Left fielder
Carl Fisher singled home two runs.
After Tom Van Amburg lined out
Gary Vice singled to drive in two
more.
San Jose tallied five more runs
it the fourth when pitcher Bill
Dawson walked, Ken Takahash,
ogled, Lon Romero walked and
Fisher tripled to score three runs
ind then came home on a throw.
mg error by the second baseman.
Van Amburg singled and then
-rime home on a double play hall
I y Dave Doak.
The Aggies had scored a run in
the top of the fourth when Conway
tripled and came home on a sacrifice by Bill Chase.
San Jose got its tenth run in
the sixth when Romero singled
and came home on a single and
a fielder’s choice.
The Aggies picked up its fifth
In in the eighth inning on a walk
dal two singles.
In the last half of the eighth

Unbeaten Softball
Teams Vie Today
In Intramurals
I.-taw undefeated softball teams
will be paired off today at 3:45 p.m.
as the fraternity league swings
into its second week of action.
Unbeaten Phi Sigma Kappa 11-01
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon 11-01
,:lash, while Theta Xi (2-01 and
Theta Chi 12-01 lock horns on the
intramurals field at 10th and Alma
sts.
Tonight at 6:30, four teams will
,.pen the slow pitch league’s action.,
while one sits our with a bye.
Delta Sigma Phi has withdrawn
imm the league. ’Those still part it-.
Mating are Omega Tau Alpha.
Pink Tubbers, Reed Street Raiders
69ers, and Newman Knights.
Entries in the co-ed volleyball
iournament and the all golf tourney have hem slow, ac ’,riling to Intramurals Director
Dan Unruh. The volleyball entries
.ire due Thursday, while golf entries are not due until May 7.
The volleyball tournament will
It a doubles event, with preliminary matches being held on th,,
.;.orth campus courts on south tent!,
.11y.et. and the finals in the men
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i
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for %len

partittenls

ir I)
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Onl:s 2 Blocks to Campos
Largos Recreation 1{00111
With ’TV
11111.

Iii

Reser%atron being taken now
for Slimmer and Fall Terms.
h20 S. 9th St.

CV 2-3785

the Spartans tallied a run on two
singles and an error to make the
score 11-5.
The winning pitcher was Dawson who relieved starter Bill Skinner in the third. He gave up five
hits and two runs in the 6% innings he pitched, He also tallied
seven strikeouts and walked two
men.
Saturay the Spartans lust two
games to Cal Poly at San Luis
Obispo, losing the first game 6-5
and dropping the second 7-1.
Dawson and Jerry Guibor picked
up the losses for the Spartans.
Pitcher Ted Tollner of Cal Poly
threw a six hitter at the Spartans
and won the first game with a
homer

SJS Meets
Santa Clara
Tennis Team
Back from Southern California,
the Spartan tennis team takes on
the University of Santa Clara
squad today at 2:30 p.m. in Santa
Clara.
Last week in the Southland
the Spartans met the University
of Southern r" .lifornia and Peppc-reline in dual matches, and then
participated in the Ojai tournament at Ojai, Calif.
The locals lost to USC, beat Pepperdine and then picked up but
one point in the Ojai tourney.
Powerful Southern Cal, which
beat the rugged California team
earlier this year, downed the locals
9-0 as some anticipated, but Still son Judah’s performance acainci
top-rated Ramsey Earnhartot
gave the Spartans some solace
as they headed to Pepperdine.
Judah gave Earnhart a rough
go before falling 6-4, 6-4.
The Spartans beat Pepperdine
5-1, with the aid of two defaults
try the Waves, who played a
graduate. student in a singles
match against Bob Adams and in
a doubles; match against Adams
and Judah.
In the Ojai tourney, Lee Junta
reached the quarter-finals, then
lost 7-5, 7-5 to Ron Sandies of
Pepperdine. He picked up the lone
Spartan point in the match

ex -marine John Crises’ pending
world mark of 16I, set earlier
this season. The official record
Is still credited to Don Bragg
at 15-911.
Winter spoke to Tork about coming up for the All-Corners meet
on Saturday at Mt. Sac. He got
confirmation of the marine’s intent to come late Sunday night.
Oddly enough, Tork competed in
the All-Corners meet last year but
failed to clear 14 feet.
Competing against Tork in the
7 p.m. meet will be at least three ,
other vaulters who have gone over,
15 feet. They are Jeff Chase 115-4
this year), Dick Kimmell and Ed I
Taylor of the Santa Clara Valley
Youth Village.
Not wanting to take any
Manors, Winter is having some
special boxes made to enable the
SJI4 pole vault bar to be raised
an extra two feet. The pole vault
standards will only go 16 feet
at the present time. Photographs
of York clearing 16-2 showed
that his hips were more than a
loot above the bar.

both the Indian and Spartan teams
L’OP and
were clocked in 9:47.2. Ben will be.
shooting for the four-minute mile jAlameda state golfers turn in some
Friday.
’! higher than average golf scores
Dan Studney won the open !today at San Jose. country club.
javelin event with a best ever don’t be sue prised. Their minds
throw of 247,2, a new S.1%; school might not be on the game.
Alameda will be offering an exrecord. He won’t he able to rest
on his laurels. however, as he ’ tea added attraction in Gail Di will he competing against colle- !Pietro, "a very fine golfer," acgiate record holder Jon Fromm cording to SJS golf Coach Wait
of the Santa Clara Valley Youth McPherson. Match tune for the
triangular event is 1:30 p.m.
Fronun’s record in 265-1
!, The three-way match is the secHarry Edwards got off the best ond of this type that the local
discus throw of his life. 179-1, squad has participated in this year.
even though failing to place in the In the last one. the Spartans
event due to the high calibre of downed UOP and Sacramento state
competition at Mt. Sac. Big Harry’s at Stockton.
tam bettered his own school mark
Going today for Coaches Mcof 175-3 but won’t get in the rec- Pherson and Jerry Vroorn will be
ord book since it was not a winning Johnny Lotz, Bill Aragona, Tom
effort.
Barber. .Tack Goetz. Harlan Krantz.
Jeff Fishback turned in an ex- and Bob Adams. a 25-year-old sencellent 9:06 in placing third in the ior who will he playing his first
3000-meter steeplechase. Although
failing to win, he finished far ahead
of all other collegians in the race
Jeff ran a sizzling 9:03.9 earlier
VIP VIP Hooray!
this year. Friday he will take on
teammate Horace Whitehead and
SCVYV’s Charley Clark in the two
mile.
B r V e McCullough raptured
third In the invitational 4140-yard
hurdles in 33.0, good enough to
draw an invitation to eompete in
the Coliseum Relays May 13.

Admission prices for the All Corners meet are $1.50 for adults
$1 for students and 50 cents for
children 12 and under. Tickets are
on sale in the student affairs busiTork’s great feat, a (our-minute ness office.
TH16.
mile and a near-world’s record
discus throw obscured some outstanding marks turned in by Spartan athletes at Mt. Sac.
Ben Tucker, who defeated Kansan Bill Dotson in a blisterim
4:03.6 anchor leg for SJS in the
distance medley relay to nearly
give the Spartans a victory in the
event.
Starting about 12 yards behind
Stanford’s Harry McCalla, Tucker
nearly caiii,ht him at the tape as
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Grooms Clean as a Whistle
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quick-dissoIs Mg tube formula works faster and
cleaner than eser.
non-greasy tube formula actually disappears in
your hair. leases no white residue on your comb.
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Newmanites Welfare Supervisor Dr. Lappin W ill Study
Tonight
Attend Area TomonmiSpeak
,
Scandinavian Furniture
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Centennial Hall Termed Sturdy;
pparent Weakness Functiona Convent

Garcia,

\ record number ot Newman
vial) delegates attended the Central

rhIs is the final article ichineey which was being lifted to , by eight feet wide, would serve as
,
in e srrr J/1 the safety of Ciaidesetsi ’the roof." Ralph Gough, chief of shelter areas, as would rooms 151
11.11
campus security and safety co- and 152.
By TIM 111.4JRR
The hallways are protected by
ordinator tor the 5.15 campus.
And JOAN JACKSON
two concrete block walls, both
pointed out.
Centennial Hall is virtually fireHe added, however, that he did measuring seven and one half
proof. Dr. Frank Willey. SJS civil
not know the exact weight -bear- inches thick.
defense coordinator. emphasized.
ing capacity of the ledge, but he Special signs are posted in the
Every building %%ill burn, but the
felt it would safely support stu- !exits to indicate areas specfied as
structure and design ha.s elimiI shelter areas.
dents in an emergency
nated the possibility of a fire enOne vital rule of the disaster
gulfing the entire structure.
John H. Amos, superintendent regulations emphasizes, "Do n ’
of buildings and grounds, ex- jump out of high windows unless

ROTC Cadets
Receive
Medals Today

!Pacific Province convention at
!Hyatt House during the weekend,
according to George Boldiztir, club
j publicist.
! SJS Pres. John T. Wahlguist.
’r speaking at the welcoming ceremonies Friday night, told of an

For reservation and free descnstiye
brochures contact
JAPAN AMERICAN TRAVEL BUREAU
wor1,1
Center, San Franclsco,
n’lee or your Travel Agee+

Ruel R. Brown. Brown will reness of the walls.
The narrow hallways. eight feet ceive the award because of "his
demonstrated qualities in cooperation, patriotism, personality and
promptness during the course of
his participation in the ROTC program."
The Reserve Officers Association
medal will be presented to cadet
Col. John A. Sans for "his outstanding leadership and military attributes in the course of his partici-

92+ Octane Reg. - 100+ Octane Ethyl
Examples of year -around oil prices:
Shell X -I 00, Triton, Veedol,
qt. can 38¢
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 500
Castrol
qt. I9
100% Eastern Bulk
$1.29
2 -Gal. Sealed Can, 100% Eastern .
package 220
Cigarettes

PURITAN OIL CO.
-

-

6th & Keys

10th & Taylor

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
line succeeding insertions
20c
2 line minimum

Spartaguide
TODAY
Women’s Recreation assn..
archery, WG patio, 4:15 p.m.; bad-

.i:outing

meeting.

the

’111119, 12:30

p.m.
Extramural Sports, tennis,
minton, WG23, 7 p.m.; tumbling, courts on S. 10th St.. 4 p.m.
WG 21, 9:10 p.m.
Social Work club, meeting, CHPhl Mu Alpha Ptinfonla recital 353, 8 p.m.
presented by members.
Hall, 8:15 p.m.

tier seminar they attended in San
Francisco April 21-28, at a UCCE
meeting tomorrow night. The public meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. at
the Campus Christian center, 300
S. 10th St.
Sponsored by the National Student Christian federation, the
seminar provided 50 students from
14 western states opportunities to
meet with city leaders and study
metropolitan problems.
pation in the ROTC program."
Communion services will preArmor
award
goes
This year’s
cede the meeting at 7 P.m. for
to cadet Maj. John T. Spafford, UCC7F members and all interestio
who is the outstanding senior cadet students.
assigned to the Armor branch of l
the U.S. Army.
For their outstanding participaa on the Army ROTC rifle team,

Science’ organization,

meeting, Memorial Chapel, 7:30
p.m.
Pistol team, meeting, 220 N.
Second at., 2:30-4:30 p.m.

Lt. Col, Edwin T. Rios, head of
the Military Science department at
SJS, awarded ribbons to cadets
Gary A. Ogley, Charles P. Johnstone, Thompson A. Baker, William
H. Kindred and Gilbert T. Saiki.
Colonel Rios also will present
Pershing Rifles awards to cadets

William C. Holley, Walton B. McMillan, Gabriel F. T. Vega, and
Carl L. fisher.
I
Refreshments will be served at.
i the south end of the drill field,
following the presentation of i
I! awards.

Job Interviews

Job Intery.ews will be held in the
!Placement office, Adm234, unless ape.
$84.50
oified
otherwise. Appointment lists are ,
Furnished studio apartments for 2. New
TO PLACE AN AD:
furniture, carpeted, draped. range, over put out in advance of the interview.
Call at Student Affairs Office& refrigerator. built-in van.ty, large hear Students are requested to sign up early,
Room 16 Tower Hell, or
ed swim pool. I mile from S.J. State
Mutual of New York: majors in’
Send in Handy Order Mani
College. City bus line and near strop -1
eith Check or Money Order.
ping. SUNNY COURT APARTMENTS. business and liberal arts for train jng
lure
assistant and sales positions.
Directions: Fiom E. Santa Clara
No Phone Orders
South on 2441 St. Drive aPPIrec
"’’le WEDNESDAY
to Sonny C,urt tarn left. proceed 10C:
CP4.14 S teel Products Corp.: civil
FOR SALE
yards to 1243 Sunny Ct. Mgr.. Apt. I. ,
enginnering majors for civil en 1952 Studebaker hardtop, red’s, hearer Pest your finals in an atmosphere
94,
l.^, uphols. $125. CY 5-5794. peace end quiet. Men’s rm. Ki.. pew. gineering trainee construction pro ductsPositions.
59 AJS 250 cc single motorcycle. Good $211 mo. 47 So. 8+, CY 3-2114. 5:30-7.
Eles.troetdmica: majors in them-’
1445. Call AN 41961.
near
For net: South Tahoe cabin
istry. chemical engineering and
forCompletely
only
Sleeps
12.
Valley.
14- we suit, -.mutate, new cond.. 3/16’
mechanicalengine! mg.
misc. $40. CY 3-0979 nished including fireplace, logs, piano ;
28 b
Poway union elementary whools
beddings. sheets, electOc range. refriger
Hi El monophonic preamplifier and amp - efor, pans, dishes. Available weekends I ISan Diego county’: elementary
P. r‘e CY 4-2927. Bruce. 311
$65. Call collect K1 4-2852 after 6 p.m’ and junior high school teacher

Women’s Riereation amen., softball. WG field, 4:15 p.m.; Orchesis.

WGIO, 7 p.m.

camera. Pash-oset. 1:4 lens,WANTED
Cene built.in flash. New. ,
,
weasel garage, Prefee
e 5929
CY 3-4355 aft. 5.30 r m
’58 Rambler 2 Jr. sedan. 6 .y1. over

TRANSPORTATION
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3

^"4, o,er $850. Mike 9.00 maim to L.A. ,-d
,er1 4-2484
VW-cheap! Lea, Fri. C Y2.5034
’SS Dodge Cony, R&H. Dower equip’"VICES
$400 or best offer. Cliff Olson.
BR t 153n
Typing -- theses, ’nonuser p. ’-par’Reascoahle. CY 3-0208.
FOR SALE: Girl s bicycle. $25.
CY 2.0610.
P1RSONALS

1950 Chen. Convert.
6 p
1119 4

$165. Phone

(WILL ALSO BUY)
Dressmaking 8, AltereCon Seryks
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/
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I/ 37440 Fremon Blvd
ST 3-44. 4.4 1
0.- .......
...4,
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Get Your Head Out
of the Sand!
Many people don’t know the
difference between Socialism
and Communism. Do you? If
you want to find out visit the

SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY
Study Cid,

Dermal. Nell.

261 N. 1st
Every Thum Eve. 060 to .05 p,r-

Come

aid

gei

memberships and

Fine Dinner at
Low Prices
Chicken
Dinner
$1.25
Special Steak
Dinner
S1.10
Top Sirloin Dinner
$1.49

Bakmas
Flower
Shop
Corsages for
All Occasions
10th & Santa

are

STEAK HOUSE
ARCHIE’S
Tr, IT)
So. 2nd

"Cure for job boredom:
I made my favorite
pastime my career!"

WHA
pus ha
logs.
(+mans
more
photo

’l tail

Richard Bertram. President
Bertram Yacht Co., Division of Nautec Corp.
"When you stop to think what percent of our total waking
hours is spent bread-winning, you realize how tragic it is
for any man to work at an occupation he doesn’t enjoy.
Besides frittering away life, it reduces chances of success
to just about zero. I know.... because it almost happened
to me!
After college, I did what I thought was expected of me
and joined a solid, Manhattan-based insurance firm. I
soon found office routine wasn’t for me. I lived only for

lunch hour when I could walk to the Battery and mentally
sail with the ships that stood out in the Narrows ... arid
for the summer weekends when I could go sailing. Fortunately. the company I worked for is one of the leading
insurers of yachts and after two years I was transferred
to their Yacht Underwriting Department. Enjoyment and
interest in my work improved immediately 100%.
After World War II, I started my own yacht brokerage
firm and yacht insurance agency in Miami, combining illy
marine insurance background with an even closer ryl,,
tionship with boats.
My only problem ever since has been a feeling of gttl’l
that my work was too easy. I love boats and boat::, people. That affection has paid me rewards way bey.o..;
the financial security it has also provided.
The moral’s obvious. You have an odds-on chance
success and happiness working at what you enjoy m
what comes naturally! And if it’s not just frivolous.
life’s work could well be what you now consider ni
pastime. It’s certainly worth thinking about, anyv,.; .
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Richard Bertram, while still in his early
thirties, became one of the country’s
leading yacht brokers. Todey he heads
up eight companies covering yacht manufacturing, insurance, repair, storage, finance and brokerage. A resident of
Coconut Grove, Florida, Dick became a
Camel fan while still in college.
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port record player. Superfluous

COCKTAll DRESSES

I/2 OFF OR MORE
Sales & Rentals

Career Cues

S.onerioe refits. row UPI-,
$125 per ’no. See mgr. 436
<;. 3 or CY 4-0662 - CY 7-9344

Webeor 4 spd. Hi-Fi,
CY 3 2114

FORMALS

WG23, .130 p.m.

Mangha club, meeting and
speaker, Dr. J. McCullough, asModern Greek club, Dr. Graham
sociate professor of philosophy,
Wilson, professor of English, will will talk on persinal experiences
talk about his impressions of modwith Buddhist monks who have
ern Greek education and Greece
fled from Tibet into India. The
as a nation, M161, 7:30 p.m.

CY 2-0462

WEDDING GOWNS!

TOMORROW

Lutheriut Students assn., and
Pistol team, meeting, 220 N.
Delta, meeting, Ciunpus Second nt., 2:30-9:30 p.m.
Christian center, 10th :mit San
Extramural sports, badminton.
Carlos six., 7:30 p.m.

Mat h club,

fall of 196_3_.

Concert

Gammas

Christian

yi.ar

study in Denmark. will homr all
ol
Europe in the summer before
re.
turning to San Jose st,,te in

film "Inside Tibet" will be shown,
Sigma Mu Tau, meeting, sms, north wing of the library, room
1:30 p.m.
collapse an insignificant possibil- the ROTC program." The award
122, 1:30 p.m.
ity," Gough added.
CPRS, Chet Berry, director of
was presented by Alvin Gruen! wait’. commander of the San Jose
The Rm. Mark Rutledge, Con- Stanford College Union, will speak
SHELTER AREA
gregational-Disciples campus pas- on "Purpose. Program and OpThe ground floor of Centennial V.F.W. post.
Miss Gladys Phillips will present tor, and Bruce Bromley, United portunities In College Union
Hall has been designed as a shel-1
ter area in event of nuclear attack: the Daughters of the American campus Christian fellowship Work," Faculty dining room.
lbecause of the protective thick-, Revolution medal to cadet major president, will report on the Fron- 7:30 p.m.

UCCF Will Hear
Seminar Report

DISCOUNT I
per
2c & 3c gal

4th & Williams

at ,

apparent neglect of religion in
American life.
"I believe that while it is not
"The Scandinavian designer is a best work ol the ,
within the province of government terest to all social science and
builder as well," said Dr. Lappin.
to determine who is religious and psychology majors. A question and
and
de- contests
.
.rDitdravm
who is not, except where public answer period will follow the dis- "Here in America. one man
Loppin, after hi
signs and one man builds a piece
security is at stake, it is the func- cussion.

plained that, because the buildings your Me depends on it."
tion of the democratic state to perare constructed of steel, concrete The college officials admitted
made and encourage its citizens totyp.
visualize
any
not
they
could
and cement blocks, it is almost
ward religious faith and away from
Will
impossible for them to be engulfed of emergency in Centennial Hal
irreligion and idolatry." President
drastic
for
such
call
would
which
by fire.
Wahlguist said.
"Any type of emergency, even action.
The Rev. Cyril V. Leach, chapIN
WALLS
CRACKS
planting of a bomb, would be
lain of the SJS and San Jose city
the
walls
linin,
Observation of
limited to a very small area beI college Newman clubs who played
Sixteen ROTC cadets will ie- host to the convention, stated that
cause of the very nature of the the stairwells will show m a ny
the
cracks. Some of them run for
building." Amos declared.
. ceive awards for outstanding ser- secular college administrations do
, full length of the wall, others air vice to their unit and school on not present obstacles to the pracFlNCTIONAL LEDGES
The ledges outside the windows shorter. One crack on the east the physical education drill field tice of religion.
on the San Fernando st. side of I stairwell, opposite the Achninistra- behind the Health building this
"We must seize the opportunity
the building are designed to be lion building. is Large enough to afternoon at 1:30.
ourselves to be unashamedly Cathunctional as well as decorative. accept a pen knife blade.
Receiving the Association of the olic on campus," he said.
They are ft anwd directly into the l The potential danger of the United States Army medal is cadet
Other speakers were John O’Conxertical structure of the building cracks was dismissed by Gough 1st Lt. William R. Dias, who is nor, editor of the archdiocese pubto semi, as emergency walk -ways. lwho said he didn’t seen any real awarded the honor for being at lication "The Monitor"; San Jose
These ledges have been used
danger because the building was the "top of his ROTC and academ- councilman Robert Welch, repreipport 11.Vaky ma- laced with steel. He said, "Be- ic classes, and who has contributed , senting Mayor Paul Moore, and J.
cause a crack appears on one face the most through leadership to- ’ Fenton McKenna, chairman of the
of a wall, it does not mean the ward advancing the ROTC unit at , San Francisco state college CreVIP VIP Hooray! I; crack runs through the entire SJS."
ative Arts Division,
This year’s recipient of the Zane
Ben Gonzales, SJS junior, was
Gough granted that if an earth- medal from the San Jose past of elected movince first vice chairquake
shock
strike,
the
would
the V.F.W., was won by cadet 2nd . man. He is currently vice president
A Budget
JAPAN Summer Tour waves would seek the weakest U. Gabriel F. T. Vega. The medal ’ of the SJS club.
’l’he
walls
parts
of
a
building.
are is awarded annually to the MSIII
Specially arranged for
held together inside by steel and juniori cadet "who has demonSTUDENTS, TEACHERS and YOUNG
ADULTS
cement thus making the wall’s strated outstanding leadership in
See Japan as only Artist T Mikan
can show you Fun filled 42 days of
educational tour
Leave San Francisco July 9 via "President Cleveland All inclusive rate:
from $750

supers 1501’

the San Mateo county welfare department, and internationally ac- I
Dr. Alvin R. Lappin. associate of furniture," CO111411.3,11 1114. 1144,
claimed for his work with the
street corner gangs during the professor of industrial arts, has trial arts professor.
Dr. Lappin hopes
"Zoot Suit Riots" of World War been granted a year’s sabbatical
to study so
II, will speak tonight at S pm. ill leave effective in August, alter he the Royal Academy tat
Copenhagen, but plan., itir in
C11353 to the SJS Social Work
that
completes teaching a summer ses-1 school
club.
still pendini. iiie
dec.
skin of the Danish
Choosing as his topic, "Detached sion at SJS.
lave
Street Work and Street Corner
Dr. Lappin, now in his sixth t uCatatw;:al id,
Gangs," Garcia will cover the year at SJS, will study ScandinavtillieidheDris LinliPEi :rope,
he will
dangerous and adventurous phase
the Sealld
design with the top
tan I /es,.
of social work from first hand ian furniture
Cavalcade in September al
craftsmen in Europe.
experience.
hagen. The exhibit
Garcia’s lecture will be of in-

Iht.c410,IA*4
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Since I
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.
hair removed partner,
Nantere R.E. 210 So. 1st. CY 4.449,

RE 9.

RENTALS

And to make any time pass more enjoyably...

LOST ANS POUND

Lost: Pr. navy blue prescription sue Greeting Cords, Gifts& Stationery Free glasses
orhIte PPPreel case. Reward.
& informsfon.
11 CY 2-5645.
10IS.
e Ho.
10.30 11 :00 dai:y.

HELP WANTED

, Opportunity for male students
Fern. Apt. for rent; tocom. 2 s.ierier.s., firne (15.25 hrs.) direr’ sales. 11,,u tar’ I
1month guarantee. CY 7-4440.
511 F. Rued cor. Ilth It. CY 11-5343.

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos
CY 4 2810

Have a real cigarette -Came
THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE
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